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SPECIFICATIONS
SIZE: 2’(l) x 3’(w) x 6.6’(h)
WEIGHT: 350lbs
COLORS: Tan or Black

The Portable Holding Cell is designed to hold prisoners safely with minimum supervision, making it easier to house prisoners at the courthouse,
hearing room, juvenile hall, etc. The Holding Cells small footprint makes it
possible to locate it anywhere. Units can be mounted side by side to make
a continuous row.
Each unit is constructed of heavy gauge tubing and covered with expanded
metal that has been welded into place. The whole unit is painted with a
durable powder coat finish. The Single Person Holding Cell has built-in
casters that can be attached to the base to make it easy to move through
doorways. Each unit comes with mounting brackets to attach it to the
floor and wall for additional stability. Ships fully assembled.
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Keeps Public and Prisoners Safe
Polyethylene Seat Liner is simple to clean
Attachable Caster for Easy Mobility
Shipped Fully Assembled
The door of the Single Person Holding Cell opens from the side, making it
easy to place a prisoner in the unit or remove him or her safely. The swing
down Handcuff Access Door provides an easy way for guards to attach or
remove prisoner handcuffs without opening the cell. It can also be used
to pass legal documents, serve meals, etc.
The FDA approved polyethylene used to make the seat liner provides a
smooth surface for the prisoner to set on and simplifies clean-up.
The detachable wheels store outside the cell, under the seat, and can be
attached in minutes making it simple to move the unit where needed. The
unit can be permanently attached to the floor and wall with the supplied
brackets and hardware.
Each unit comes completely assembled and includes three high-quality
locks.
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